We are pleased to announce that RADAR will take part to Lausanne Design Days from
5th to 15th November 2020.
On the occasion of the event – now in its 12 th edition – the design stores, workshops and
some locations opened to te public for the occasion in the city and its immediate
surroundings will host installations by international companies and high-level artisan
productions, transforming the streets and squares of Lausanne into a large workshop and
animating them with special initiatives.
For this year, the event includes a tour through the city, discovering more than 20
exceptional locations.
The Italian-French brand will be inside the Signature suite signed by the famous
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interior decorator Emmanuelle Diebold at the Lausanne Palace, an historic hotel
opened in 1915, a symbol of the Belle Epoque and always symbol of an high-end
hospitality in the name of relaxation. The furniture of the room will be embellished with
Solco lamps in Carrara marble and Cometa, together with an hand-made tray of the
Mirage line.
Again, we point out that an interesting selection of RADAR products will be displayed at
the KéTaLa BouTiqUe showroom. Among the products on display: the handmade glass
lamps Cyclope foor lamps, table lamps and Zenith wall lamps, the new Lafayette in brass
and some elements of the Haussmann collection in reinforced Paris plaster. Pieces that
bear witness to the company's ability to work with diferent materials, creating refned
lamps with a strong scenic efect.
The appointment is for November 5th at Lausanne Design Days; please follow us on social
profles, to discover the intallations' images and a nice surprise!
RADAR’s complete catalogue is available on the following link:
https://adpcomunicazione.box.com/v/RadarCatalogo
Lausanne Palace Rue du Grand-Chêne 7-9, 1002 Lausanne, Switzerland
KéTaLa BouTiqUe Avenue de Béthusy 4, 1005 Lausanne, Switzerland
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